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FLAMELESS CANDLES (SET OF 12)

Commercial grade rechargeable flameless candle sets designed with a unique candle flicker, these candles mimic the natural random 
flicker of an open flame. Designed to be placed in a variety of candle holders. Due to their clever design they can also be used in non-
frosted holders as well as outdoors, which makes them a great choice for humid or wet locations and spa’s. Our flameless tea light set is 
proven to help reduce the costs spent on real flame candles and fuel based paraffin candles. With its sleek design and forward-thinking 
induction rechargeable system; restaurants, hotels and clubs can provide an ambient candle lighting atmosphere without seeing their 
profits go up in smoke. The recharging trays can connect to 4 others and charge the candles simultaneously using only power supply (12V 
20W required). In just 6 hours, the candles are fully charged and will flicker for up to 12 hours.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Model Number:

Dimensions:

Weight:

Material:

80412-(MP02-019)

35mm (D) x 5mm (H) - Each tea light

0.350kg - Total weight of the Set of 12

Polypropylene

LIGHT SPECIFICATIONS
Light source:

Light power:

Kelvin:

Max lumens:

LED Life:

Other LED options:

Brightess Levels:

Control:

LED (SMD)

0.5W

2600K

40 Lm

30,000 hours

12 colour options + warm white (2600k

2 settings (0.5W > 0.25W)

Manual button / Remote control

BATTERY SPECIFICATIONS
Battery type:

Battery capacity:

Battery life:

Light time range:

Lithium ion polymer

800mAh / 3V

500+ charges (not replaceable)

Highest setting - 0.5W = 8 hours

Lowest setting - 0.25W = 12 hours

CHARGING SPECIFICATIONS
Charging:

Charging time:

Power source:

Induction / wireless

up to 6 hours (with 12V 10W adaptor)

100-240V Switching power supply. 

Approved for worldwide usage supplied 

with a UK (Type G) mains electric plug.


